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1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group and let ZG denote the integral group ring of 6. This work is 
concerned with those (left) ZG-modules M (in fact; ZG-lattices) for which there is a 
(d + I)-fold extension over ZG 
running from K to 2 (with the trivial G-action) through d + 1 intermediate finitely 
generated free ZG-modules. We call E a (G, d)-resolution, and when E exists, we 
call K a (G, d)-module. For a (G, d)-resolution E, we refer to 
x(E) = i (- l)d’irankz6 fi 
i=O 
as the directed Euler Characteristic of E. Let x(G, d) denote the minimum of x(E) 
for all (G* d)-resolutions E. Then the level of a (G, d)-module K is defined as the 
difference L(K) =x(E)-x(G;-d), where E is any (G, $)-resolution containing K. 
Now by Schanuel’s Lemma [ 12, Section 11, two (G, d)-modules at the same level are 
stably isomorphic, and by a construction of Ii!. Swan [ 12, Section 21 any ZG-module 
stably isomorphic to a (G, d)-module is actually itself a (G, d)-module at the same 
level. 
The problem this paper treats is the detection of non-isomorphic (G, &-modules 
amongst stably isomorphic ones, i.e., amongst hose at the same level. A cancellation 
result of H. Bass [l, Theorem 10.2) implies that two (G, d)-modules at level L Z= 2 
are isomorphic, and a cancellation result of II. acobinski [9, Theorem 4. l] yields the 
same conclusion at level L = 1, provided d is even. Thus, (G, d)-modules at level 
L = 0, hereafter called minimal (G, d)-mod&s, arc nearly the only candidates for 
stably isomorphic, non-isomorphic (G,, d)-modules. 
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For natural numbers  and t, let 2: denote the group of units of the ring Zl = Z/Z, 
and let 2; denote the quotient group ZT/ * (ZF )“. (For an evaluation of the order 
12; 1, see [ 111.) In particular, we have the group Zf[z$, where s (G, d) is the minimum 
number of generators of the integral homology group &(G; Z), and t(G, d) is the 
greatest common divisor of its torsion coefficients. In Sections 2 and 3, we prove the 
following result (Theorem 1). When rhe finite group G satisfies the Minimal@ 
Hypothesis x( G, d) = s (G, d) + (- l)d, there is a function, called bias, from the class of 
minimal (G, d)-modules to the group Z$,$i, which is a ZG-isomorphism invariant. 
The Minimality Hypothesis is satisfied for all finite p-groups and all finite abelian 
groups G in all dimensions d 2 1 (Proposition S), and at least in the latter case, the 
bias function is surjective (Proposition 6). Thus, despite being stably isomorphic, 
there are at least lZflg$I non-isomorphic minimal (G, d)-modules for each finite 
abelian group G and dimension d 2 1. The Minimality Hypothesis fails, for example, 
in dimension d = 2 for Swan’s example [ 13, Section 2) of a finite group G with 
H*(G; 2) = 0 and def G # 0. 
The minimal (G, I)-modules we consider are all minimal relation modules in the 
sense of [6] and [ 151. We show that a minimal relation module is a minimal 
(G, 1) -module and the Minimality Hypothesis holds in dimension d = 1 if and only if 
the minimum number of generators of G and its abelianizatioir G are the same 
(Proposition 11). We show in Section 5 that the bias function detects at least ~JZ$$$) I 
non-isomorphic minimal relation modules for each such group G, e.g., for each finite 
nilpotent group G. These examples answer the question of K. Gruenberg [6, p. 411 in 
the negative. 
The work in Sections 2 and 3 also applies to pointed (6, d)-modules (K, k), where 
k E Hd”(G; K) is the comparison k-invariant for a (G, d)-resolution E containing 
K. Under the Minimality Hypothesis, there is a bias function defined on the class of 
pointed minimal (G, d)-modules, which is a pointed ZG-isomorphism invariant 
(Theorem 2). 
The motivating topological application, developed in Section 4, involves (G, d)- 
complexes. Each is a finite connected d-dimensional Cu/ complex X with 
fundamental group G whose equivariant cellular chain complex C(X) turns out to be 
a (G, d)-resolution with an associated pointed (G, d)-module (vd(X), kx). When the 
pointed ZG-isomorphism relation is replaced by a pointed Aut G-isomorphism 
relation more suited to the topological setting, there results a bias function on the set 
of homotopy types of (G, d)-complexes with minimal directed Euler Characteristic 
to the group Zp,‘,G:,4’, for some integer e(G, d) (Theorem 3). For each finite abelian 
group G, we obtain lZF,1,6:,4 1 homotopically inequivalent (G, d)-complexes with 
minimal directed Euler Characteristic x(G, d) (Proposition 8), while those with 
directed Euler Characteristic x > x(G, d) are all homotopically equivalent [4]. In 
short, we have /,~~{~;$I non-cancellation examples for the d-sphere summand: 
XvSd= Y v Sd, yet X# Y. Included is the case of the cyclic fundamental group G, 
odd dimension d 2 3, and the usual Lens spaces. 
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2. Invariant rank, modulus, an 
As in the introduction, G is a finite group and ZG is the integral group ring of G. 
For a (left) ZG-module E, let LG denote the G-invariant subgroup of L; IIor a 
ZG-homomorphism h : L + M, let hG : LG -+ MG denote the restriction of h tc J the 
G-invariant subgroups. Notice that ZGG is the infinite cyclic ideal NZG generated 
by the norm element N = c gEGg for G. Hence, for a finitely generated free 
ZG-module F, rank=G F = rank= FG. 
For reference, we select a resolution 
B(G): 
ad+,(G) 
l 9 l -) Bd+l(G) - Bd(G) ad(G) +- a,(G) .*A Bo(G)+Z+O 
of 2 over ZG by finitely generated free ZG-modules, and we use the icxhain 
complexHom&B(G), -) to define the cohomology H*(G; - :I of the group G. The 
cohomology class k E Wd+* (G; K) that corresponds under the standard iso- 
morphism 5 : Hd+l (G; K) =Extgd(Z, K) [8, Section 91 to the (G, d)-resolution E is 
called the comparison k-invariant for E. It is denoted by kE whenever emphasis of 
this relationship is required. By definition of the isomorphism 5, kE is the unique 
cohomology class represented by the (d + 1)st chain homomor;,,hism 
&+ 1: &+ 1 (G) + K of each chain map u : B(G) + E over ZG extending 1: Z + Z ; by 
[5, Theorem 6.31, kE: generates the cohomology group Hd”(G; K) 8s a cyclic group 
of order ICI, the order of the finite group G. By taking the free resolution B(G: to be 
an extension of the (G, d)-resolution E (i.e., Bi(G) = Fi for 0 < i sd), and by taking 
the chain map u : B(G) + E to be the identity through dimension d, we see that the 
IGlth multiple of the chain homomorphism zfd+l :Bd+l(G)+ K is a coboundary, or 
equivalently, the 1 Glth multiple of the identity homomorphism lK : K + K iztiuced 
by &+l On Coker &+I = K = Ker & extends to the free ZG-module &(G) = 1’:. We 
shall use this fact momentarily. 
For each (G, &resolution E, the pair (K, k) consisting of the (G, &-module K 
and the comparison k-invariant k is called a pointed (G, d)-module. In preparation 
for the fundamental propositions below, we introduce several numerical i; lvariants 
associated with a pointed (G, d)-module (K, k): 
First, we define the invariant rank of the (G, d)-module K, denoted by rK, to be 
the rank of a free Z-basis for the G-invariant subgroup KG of K. (Clearly, 
KG S K S Fd are all finitely generated free Z-modules.) 
Second, when the invariant rank rK is non-zero, we define the modulus of the 
(G, d)-module K, denoted by mK, to be the largest integer m such that for each free 
ZG-module F and ZG-homomorphism h : F + K, the Z-homomorphism h” : FG + 
KG is divisible by m, i.e., Image h G c mK? Notice that the modulus can be 
calculated from any ZG-epimorphism h : F + K of a free ZG-module F onto Ar as 
the largest integer m such that Image hG c mKG. As indicated three paragra.phs 
earlier, the multiple IGIl : K + K of the identity homomorphism extends to the *Eree 
ZG-module Fd, and hence the Z-homomorphism IGI 1: KG + K” is divisible by 
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J&. Because the invariant rank rK is assumed non-zero, this implies that the 
modulus mK divides the order IG I. 
Third, when the (G, &-modules k’ and Kd = Ker i&(G) have the same non-zero 
invariant rank, we define the bias of the comparison k-invariant k, denoted by b(k), 
as follows. If u : Bd+1(G) + K is any cocycle, then there is the ZG-homomorphism 
u : Kd --, K induced by u on Kd - Coker ad+l(G), and there is the Z-homomorphism 
iG:K::+KG to which u restricts. For cohomologous cocycles u, v : &+1(G) -+ K, 
the ZG-homomorphism u - v : Bd+l(G) + K is a coboundary, or equivalently, the 
ZG - homomorphism 414. - _& v* Kd + K extends to the free ZG-module B&G). Hence, 
the Z-homomorphism u - gG : K y + KG is divisible by the modulus mK, and 
det gG = det gG (mod mK), where these are determinants with respect to selected 
finite free Z-bases for KF and KG. Thus, for each cohomology class (U}E 
Hd’l(Hom(B(G), K)), there is a well-defined residue class b({u}) = det gG 
(mod mK), which we call the bias of {u}. We shall view the resulting bias function 
b : Hd+’ (Horn@?(G), K)) + Z,,,K as a function b = bscc;, : Hd”(G; K) + ZmK which 
depends on the reference resolution B(G). In this way, the bias b(k) of the 
comparison k-invariant k of a pointed (G, &-module (K, k) is defined with respect 
to the reference resolution B(G). 
Let (K, k) and (K’, k’) be two pointed (G, d)-modules, and let @ : K + K’ be a 
ZG-homomorphism. When the induced coefficient homomorphism 
& : Hd”(G; K)+ Hd”(G; K’) is given by P,(k) = qk’, where 4 E ZIGI, we say that 
p : (K, k)+ (K’, k’) has degree q. 
osition 1. If there exists a ZG-isomorphism /3 : (K, k) + (K’, k’) with degree 
q E ZIGI, then the (G, d)-modules K and K’ have the same invariant rank r and 
modulus m, and the k-invariants’ bias satisfy the congruence 
b(k) = *q’b(k’) (mod m). 
. By direct calculation, we have b&(k)) = det p G 11 (k) (mod m) and b (qk’) s 
q’b(k’) (mod m). Because p : K + K’ is a ZG-isomorphism, the restriction 
p G : KG + K’G to the G-invariant subgroups is a Z -isomorphism, and det 0 G = * 1. 
Thus, the congruence of the proposition follows from the hypothesis that p,(k) = 
qk’. 
The bias b(k) E Z,,,K of a comparison k-invariant k is a unit. 
. If k = kw then we extend the (G, d)-resolution E to a ful free resolution 
of Z over ZG. The Comparison Theorem [S, Theorem 6.11 provides chain maps 
(G) extending 1: z -9 z, and a chain homotopy w : uv = 1~~ 
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Upon restriction to the modules of d-cycles, these yield ZG-homomorphisms 
g:Kd+K andg:K+Kda.ndtherelationg-lK = &+lwdIK:K+Fd+l-+K.Since 
Fd+l is a free ZG-module, the Z-homomorphism gGgG - lK~ : KG + KG is divisi- 
ble by the modulus mK. This proves that det cG and det gG are inverses modulo mK, 
and hence that the bias b(k) = det gG (mod mK) is a unit of ZmK. 
If one halts the given construction of the bias just prior to taking determinants, 
there results a function 
c=cB(G):H~~-~(G,K)_*M~~~(Z,) (r=rKandm=mK) 
which calculates for each cohomology class {u) E Hd+’ (Hom( (G), K)) the matrix 
of gG over 2, with respect to chosen Z-biases for Kz and K? The analogues of 
Propositions 1 and 2 state that for each comparison k-invariant, we have c(k) E 
GL(r, Z,), and for each ZG-isomorphism p : (K, k)+ (K’, k’) with degree 9, we 
have pGc(k) = qc(k’) in GL(r, Zm), where p” is known to belong to the image of 
GL(r, 2) + GL(r, Z,), hereafter denoted by Im GL(r, Z). . Although working in 
GL(r, Z,,,) should give sharper results, the conclusion that c(k) =qc(k’) in 
GL(r, Z,,J/Im GL(r, 2) is identical with the original conclusion that b(k) = q%(V) 
in Zz/ * 1. The reason is that Im GL(r, 2) is precisely the kernel of det : GL(r, 2,) + 
Z”,/ * 1. (This follows from [16, Chapter 51; see [17, page 1291.) 
For any free resolution R of 2 over ZG, the derived homology groups of the tensor 
product R @ ZGZ, or equivalently, of the G-invariant sub-chain complex WG of R, 
are the integral homology groups H,(G; 2) of the finite group G. In each. dimension 
d 2 1, let s(G, d) denote the minimal number of generators of Hd(G; Z), and let 
t(G, d) denote the greatest common divisor of the torsion coeficients of Hd(G; Z). 
Proposition 3. The modulus mK of a (G, d)-module K is given by mK = 1, unless 
rK = s(G, d), in which case mK = t(G, d). 
Proof. For the free resolution F that appears in the proof of Proposition 2, we 
have that KG = Ker(aF: Fy -, F& ), and hence that &(G; Z) = 
Coker(ay+l :Fy+l + KG). Because a d+l :&+I + K is an epimorphism, the modulus 
mK is the greatest common divisor of the entries of a Z-matrix for a:+,. Because 
Hd(G; Z) is finite, KG and Im 8 y+1 have the same Z-rank rK. Therefore, we may 
choose Z-bases for F ff.+1 and KG with respect to which a:+, has a matrix with just 
non-zero diagonal entries tip 1 - < i s rK, where ti divides ti+l. It follows that mK = tl 
and Hd(G; Z) = @i!$ Zti. If mK # 1, then rK = s(G, d), the minimal number of 
generators of Hd(G; Z), and mK = t(G, d), the greatest common divisor of the 
torsion coefficients of Hd(G; Z). 
3. The minimality hypothesis and main theorems 
Let r(G, al> denote the minimum of the invariant rank rK for all (G, d)-modules K. 
(6; Z) is a quotient of the free abelian group G for each (G, &-module 
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we have rK 2 r(G, d) 3 s(G, d). By Proposition 3, the congruence of Proposition 1 is 
trivial unless these two minimality conditions are satisfied: 
(1) rK is r(G, d), the minimum for all (G, &modules, and 
(2) r( G, d) is s( G, d), the lower bound determined by homological considerations. 
We wish to reformulate these two minimality conditions in these terms: For a 
(G, &resolution E, the alternating sum 
x(E) = i (-l)dti rank&$ 
i=O 
is called the directed Euler Characteristic of E. Let x(G, d) denote the minimum of 
) for all (G, d)-resolutions E. 
roposition 4. Let E be a (G, d)-resolution comaining the (G, d)-module K. Then 
)=rK+(-l)d, h ence x(G, d) = r(G, d)+(-l)d. 
of. The G-invariant chain complex FF + l l l + Ff that appears in E has derived 
homology groups KG, &-l(G; z), . . . ) &(G; 2). Because the Euler Charac- 
teristic of a chain complex over 2 equals the Euler Characteristic of its derived 
homology groups, and because the integral homology groups of G are finite, save 
Plo(G; 2) = 2, we conclude that x(E) = cf=, (- l)d+i rankzF7 = rK + (-l)d. 
Thus, we may define the level of a (G, d)-module K, denoted by L(K), as the 
difference rK - r(G, d), or equally well, as the difference x(E)-x(G, d), where E is 
any (G, d)-resolution containing K. The first minimality condition rK = r(G, d) is 
satisfied precisely by (6, d)-modules at level L = 0. Hereafter, a (G, d)-module K 
with level L(K) = 0 is called a minimal (G, d)-module. The second minimality 
condition r(G, d) = s(G, d) may be restated this way. 
othesis. For the finite group G and dimension d a 1, we have 
x(G, d) = s(G, d) + (-l)d. 
We shall verify this Minimality Hy:pothesis for all finite p-groups and all finite 
abelian groups in all dimensions d 3 1. We adopt the notation 
(x, n)=fljjl xi, (x,0)=0, (x, -n)=-x?(x,n) 
i=O 
for x E G and positive integer n. The relations (x, n)(xn, m) = (x, nm), (x - 1)(X, n) = 
Xn- 1, and (x, n) +xn(x, m) = (x, n + m) hold, whenever the terms are defined. _ 
For a cyclic group ZI with generator a, there is a standard free resolution 
2 over ZZ, in which each chain module Bn (2’) has rank 1 with generator cn whose 
boundairy is given by a,(~“) = (a - 1)~“-l, for n odd, and an(c (a, t)C”-l, for n 
even. Thus, the integral homology groups of Zr are given by Z*;Z)=O for n 
(,ZC; 2) = Zt for n odd (save 
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The tensor product of the standard free resolutions (Zci) for the direct summands 
of G = $fsl Zti is a free resolution (Zti) of Z over ZG. In 
chain module B,(G) has a free ZG-basis consisting of the elements c;tl 0 - l l @ c?, 
wherenl+* 0 l +n, = n and cp is the basis element for & (Zr,). Occasionally, we will 
delete from the notation occurrences of the basis elements cp for B&Q. It follows 
from the Kunneth Formula that the integral homology group &(G; 2) of G = 
@f=, Zti is the direct sum of the tensor product groups @=I H,,(& ; Z) where 
c 
s 
i=l ni = d, with the torsion product groups *i= 1 Hmi (Zti ; 2) where Es= 1 mi = d - 1. 
Thus, the torsion coefficients of H’(G; 2) vary from dimension to dimension, but 
their greatest common divisor is always given by t(G, d) = (tl, . . l , ts) far d 3 1. 
Proposition 5. The Minimality Hypothesis holds far all finite p-groups and all finite 
abelian groups G in all dimensions d 2 1. 
Proof. We first consider the finite abelian group G = @:=I Zr,. Without explicitly 
calculating the minimal number s(G, d) cf generators for Hd(G; 2) we show by 
induction on d 2 1 that the resolution B(G) = @ B(Z,) achieves the minimal 
directed Euler Characteristic x( G, d) = s (G, d) + (- l)d. We assume that this is the 
case in dimension d - 13 1 (the dimension 1 case is straight-forward when we 
require that (tl, . . . , t,) # 1 so that s is the minimal number of generators of G). For 
t = (t1, . . . , t,) # 1, the Universal Coefficient Sequence 
and the fact that the boundary operators in B(G) 0 Zt are all trivial show that 
rankzG &(G) = s(G, d) + s(G, d - 1). Hence, the truncation at dimension d of the 
resolution B(G) has the directed Euler Characteristic 
rankz&?&G)-x(G, d-l)=(s(G, d)+s(G, d-l)) 
-(s(G,d-l)+(-#-‘) 
= s(G, d) + (--l)d. 
This proves that x(G, d) = s(G, d) + (- l)d and this minimum is achieved by the 
resolution B(G). 
For a finite p-group G, Corollary 5.2 of [ 131 provides a free resolution B( 6) of 2 
over %G which is minima1 in the sense that rank;?G &(G) = dirnz, Hd (G; Zp) for all 
d 3 0. Therefore, it follows from the Universal Coefficient sequence 
O+ Ext(HdV1(G; Z), ZP) +Hd(G; &) + Hom(&(G; z), &,) + 81 
that rankzG Bd(G) = s(G, d)+s(G, d - 1). As above, this implies that x(G, d) = 
s(G, d) + (-l)d for d 3 1, and this minimum is achieved by the resolution (G). 
To state the main theorems of this section, we recall from the introduction the 
notation Xf for the quotient group Zf/ =t (ZT )” associated with natural numbers s 
and t. 
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Theorem 1. Under the Minimality Hypothesis for the finite group G and dimension 
d 2 1, there is a function B : 9(G, d) + C $$$, called bias, on the set Y(G, d) of 
ZG-isomorphism classes of minimal (G, d )-modules. 
Proof. Under the Minimality Hypothesis, aminimal (G, d)-module K satisfies the 
condition rK = s(G, d), hence mK = t(G, d), by Proposition 3. Then for the 
comparison k-invariant k of any (G, d)-resolution E containing K, we have b(k) E 
Z&d), by Proposition 2. Finally, the coset B(K) = b(k) (* (Z$G,&~~~‘) in S$g;$) ’ 
is independent of the choice of E and k, and is a ZG-isomorphism invariant, by 
Proposition 1. 
This work also applies to the category of pointed (G, d)-modules (K, k). A pointed 
ZG-isomorphism p : (K, k) + (K’, k’) between (G, d)-modules is a ZG-isomorphism 
/3 : K -+-K’ with degree 1, i.e., P,(k) = k’. The proof of Theorem 1 specializes toyield 
Theorem 2. Under the Minimality Hypothesis for the finite G and dimension d 2 1, 
there is a function B : S@(G, d) +C &d), called bias, on the set P(G, d) of pointed 
ZG-isomorphism classes of minimal pointed (G, d )-modules. 
In view of the following proposition, we conclude, for example, that for a finite 
abelian group G there are at least lZs(Qd) t(G, ) 1 non-isomorphic minimal (G, d)-modules. 
Proposition 6. For a finite abelian group G, the bias functions of Theorems 1 and 2 are 
surjective. 
Proof. We show that for each unit q (mod t(G, d)) E Z&f), there is a (G, d)- 
resolution E whose comparison k-invariant k has bias b(k) = q(mod t(G, dj). We 
recall that t(G, d) = (tl, . . . , ts) for the finite abelian group G = $:=I Zfi in all 
dimensions d 2 1. 
When d is odd, we select a factorization q = n qi, where (sip ti) = 1,l G i s S, and we 
select integers q: such that qiq: = l(mod ti), 1 e i s s. We form the modification ah of 
the boundary operator &j in the resolution B(G) =@?j B(&) given by ah(&) = 
(a~&&&), lSiSs, and ah= ad on all other basis elements of &(G). Then 
IIY~ a;= Im ad, since the non-trivial containment follows from the relations 
ad(&) = (ai - l)cf-1 = (a& qi)(ai, qi)(ai - lkf-’ 
= (a$, qi) a:(&. 
. 
Thus, we obtain a (G, d)-resolution 
with 
map 
). Its comparison k-invariant k’ can be calculated from the chain 
given by u#) =c (a$, qi)cf, 1 s i SS, and the identity on all 
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other basis elements. Since the elements NC:, 1 s E 6 s, are part of a Z-basis for 
Ker a,” and Ker a&“, direct calculation yields b (k ‘) = nqi (mod t (G, d)), the given 
unit. (N is the norm element &G g’ for G.) 
When d is even, we select a factorization q = n+ qiirii, where (qii, li) = 1 = 
(rij, tj), 1 s i <j s s, and we select integers qij and I$ such that qijqij = 1 (mod ti) and 
rijrrj !. = (mod tj), 1s i < j S s. We form the modification a: of the boundary operator ad 
given by 
and a$= ad on all other basis elements of &(G). Then Im a$ = Im a& since the 
non-trivial containment follows from the relations 
-nij(l-Uj)a$(C4) -mij(Ui-1) a;(&*&;), 
where qi,q ij - nijti = 1 and rijrij - mijtj =l, l<i<jss. Thus, we obtain a (G,d)- 
resolution 
E”: . ad-l ~~Kera~~Bd(G)aj‘Bd-l(G)~* = l &?o(G)+Z4 
with x(E”) = x(G, d). Its comparison k-invariant k” can be calculated from the chain 
map u” : B(G) + E” given by 
iY$(&l @ Ct) = (a$, qij)(ap, rij)Ct-’ @ C;, 
and 
z&f) = -nii(l - Uj)Cf, 
Uz(C,-* @ Cy) = -mij’(ai - l)Cl_* @ CT, lSi<jSs, 
and the identity on all other basis elements. Since the elements NC:-’ @ c,!, 
1~ i < j s s, are part of a Z-basis for Ker a: and Ker aEG, direct calculations yield 
b(k”) = ni<j qijrij (mod t(Ci, d)), ,the given unit. This completes the proof. . 
4. Minimal (G, &-complexes 
A (G, d)-complex X is a finite connected CW complex with dimension < d, 
fundamental group isomorphic to G, and (d - l)-connected universal covering space 
X For a (G, d)-complex X, the: equivariant cellular chain complex 
is a (G, &-resolution. Hence, as in Section 2, there is the associate:d pointe(J 
(G, d)-module.(rrd(X‘), kx), wh:ere kx EH~+‘(G; q(x)) is the first k-invitriant of 
x 
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lf cu :G + G is a group isomorphism and K is a ZG-module, we let ,K denote K 
with the new module structure cdl given by g aa x = cu(g)x for g E G and x E K. This 
construction is functorial in K and may be applied to the entries of the reference 
resolution (G) to produce a new resolution ,B(G). Then there are induced 
homomorphisms LY* : H*(G; K) + H*(IG, ,K) and a* : H,(G; 2) defined uniquely 
in terms of any chain map w : B(G) + (G) extending 1: 2 3 2. 
The notion of ZG-isomorphism of pointed (G, &modules introduced in Section 
3 is too restrictive for topological purposes, and the following is the appropriate one. 
A pointed Aut G-isomorphism (a, @) : (K, k) + (K’, k’) of pointed (G, d)-modules 
consists of a group automorphism a!: G + G and a ZG-isomorphism /3 : K + ,K’ 
such that P,(k) = ti*(k’) in Hd”(G; ,A?). Then two pointed (6, d)-modules asso- 
ciated with homotopically equivalent (G, d)-complexes are Aut G-isomorphic. In 
fact, under the correspondence of the (G, d)-complex X with the pointed (G, d)- 
module (*d(X), kx), the set of homotopy types of (G, d)-complexes, d 2 3, with the 
same directed Euler Characteristic x is identifiable with the set of pointed Aut G- 
isomorphism classes of pointed (G, d)-modules w?th the same level L = ,y -x(G, d) 
[lo]. So we may apply the bias invariant o distinguish between (G, &complexes 
with minimal directed Euler Characteristic, hereafter called mirtimal (G, d j- 
complexes. For convenience, we first maks the following crucial 
Exponential Hypothesis. For the finite group G and dimension d 2 1, the function 
D( 3 4 : Am G + &.d~, where D(cu, d) is the determinant of CY*:H~(G; Z)+ 
Hd(G; Z), takes values in (Z&d) )e’G*d’ for some integer e(G, d) > 1. 
We shall show that this Exponential Hypothesiis satisfied for all finite abelian 
groups G in all dimensions d 2 1. Meanwhile, we prove the main result of this 
section. 
3. Utder the Minima&y Hypothesis and the Exponential Hypothesis for the 
finite group G and dimension d a 1, there is a function B : 9’&& G, d) + X$~$), 
called bias, on the set Y* Aut G (G, d) of Auf G-isomorphism classes of minimal pointed 
( G, d) -modules. 
f. For a group automorphism a : G + G, the induced homomorphisms 
a? : Hd”(G; K’)+ Hd*‘(G; ,K’) and a*: Hd(G; Z)-, Hd(G; 2) are defined in 
terms of any chain map w : G) extending 1: Z -3, Z by LY* = w* and 
% = w*“. For a cohomolog E Hd+‘(G, K’), direct calculations yield 
~(cY*{u}) = det.a,b({u}) (mod P(G, d)). Thus, if there is a pointed Aut G-iso- 
ism (cu, p) : (AC, k) -) ( ‘), or equivalently, a degree 1 ZG-isomorphism 
k) + (JK’, a*(k’)), t position 1 provides the congruence 
b(k) = =tb(a*(k’)) = *D(ar, d)b(k’) (mod t(G, al)). 
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This proves that under the Exponential Hypothesis the coset B(K; k) = 
b(k)(*(Z&, )e(G*d) ) in .Z$,$$ is an Aut G-isomorphism invariant of the minimal 
pointed (G, d)-module (K, k). 
It follows from Theorem 3 and the preliminary remarks that BiX) = 
B(wd(X), kx) E z$$$) is an invariant of the homotopy type of the minimal (6, d)- 
complex X, provided that the Minimality and Exponential Hypotheses are s(atisfied 
for the finite group G in dimension d 2 2. 
In the remainder of this section, we develop the case of a finite abeliail group 
G = $&I ZIi. We say that an automorphism of G is elementary resp. diagonal if its 
matrix with respect o the generators ai, 1 s i s s, of G is elementary resp. diagonal. ’ 
By a straight-forward iagonalization argument, we see that an automorphism 
G + G factors into a composite of elementary automorphisms A ard a diagonal 
automorphism A. Since the determinant function is multiplicative, a verification of 
the Exponential Hypothesis for G reduces to the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. An elementary automorphism A : G + G of G =@SzI Zli induces a 
homology homomorphism A,: Hd(G; Z)+Hd(G; 2) with determinant D(A, d) = 
1 (mod t(G, d)). 
Proof. An elementary automorphism A on G is the sum of an elementary 
automorphism A on two summands H = ZT + Zrh of G and the identity automor- 
phism on the complementary summands. Thus, by the Kunneth Formula it suffices to 
show that the induced homology homomorphism A * : Hd (H ; 2) + Hd (H ; 2) has an 
upper triangular matrix with determinant 1. 
To simplify the notation, let a and b generate Z7 and Zh, respectively, and let 14 be 
the elementary automorphism A (a) = a and A (b) = a ‘b (T divides kh ). Let c and If 
represent he basis elements of B(Z,) and S(&), respectively, and let c O/ 
represent the basis elements of B(H) = B(Z,) 0 B(&). The boundary operator &i 
has the matrix 
(a, r) b-l 
a-l (b,A) 
(a, 4 . 
. 
a-l b-l 
. 
. b-l 
a-l (b,h) 
(a, 4 -(b, A) 
a-l 
. 
. ’ b-l 
(d bdd) 
(d even) 
a-l b-1 
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with respect to the basis cdei @ fi, 0 s i s d, for Bd(H) and the basis C~-‘-~ 63 f’, 
0 pi S d - I, for Bd_l(H). It follows from the form of these matrices that the partial 
chain map given by w. = Z/1 : ZH + nZH and 
extends to a full chain map w : B(H) + nB(H) for which each chain homomorphism 
has an upper triangular matrix with entries 1 and ak alternating down the diagonal. It 
also follows that Ker a? has Z-basis {Ned-’ 0 f i: i odd}, when d is even, and Z-basis 
(Ned Op. N&O@ fd, T/(T* A)Ncd-’ @fi +h/(r, h)Ncd-‘-’ 0 fi? i odd} 
when d is odd. Together these facts imply that the homology homomorphism A* 
induced by w: B(H) jnB(H) on &(H; 2) = Ker $/Irn af;‘,I has an upper tri- 
angular matrix with diagonal entries 1. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2. A diagonal automorphism A : G + G of G = @$=I Zti induces a homology 
homomorphism &:Hd(G; z)+Hd(G; 2) with determinant D(A, d) = 
(det A)e’G*d’ (mod t(G, d)), for some integer e(G, d). 
Rroof. For the automorphism A(p) : 2, + 2, a + aP, there is the chain map B(Z) + 
dcplB(ZT) given by ZA(p):ZZ,+ acP)ZZT on Bo(Z,) and (a, p)” : 22, + ~&ZT on 
&,(Z) and&,&Z), n 2 I. The induced homology homomorphisms are therefore 
A(P)* = 1 on Ho(Z,;Z)=Z, A(p),= 0 on H2,&;Z)=O & A(p),=A(p”) on 
H2n-&; 2) = 2, n 2 1. 
By the functorality of the Kunneth Formula, the determinant of the homology 
homomorphism induced by the diagonal automorphism 
is the product of the determinants of the two homomorphisms 
A(p&O l . l A(g,),: 
cH,,(&)@. l l OHns(Zts)-+~Hnl(Ztl)O l l 43H,,(.Z~J 
where the summations vary over partitions nl + l - l + n, = d and ml + l l * + m, = 
d - 1 involving just odd-or-zero entries ni in the first case and just odd-entries mi in 
the second case. Thus, the determinant of A* is the residue class mod t(G, d) of the 
product of the integers ~pl+l)‘~ l l •py~+~“~ (delete P?+“‘~ if ni = 0) for the odd-or- 
zero-partitions nl + l l 8 + nS = d, with the integers p\ml’m1)‘2 l l l pims+1)‘2 for the odd- 
partitions ml+* l l +m, =d-1. 
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An increasing odd-or-zero-partition 0 6 nl s l l . G nS of d with kl zero’s, and 
subsequent constant sequences of lengths kz, k3, . . . , has exactly s!/kl!k2! . . . 
distinct permutations. Their total contribution to the determinant of A, is 
(P 1 
. . , ps)(d+s-k,). s!/2s * (k,!k,!...) 
. 
Similarly, an increasing odd-partition 0 c ml s l l l s m, of d - 1 with constant 
sequences of lengths jl, j2, . . . has exactly s !/ jl!j2!* l l distinct permutations. Their 
total contribution to the determinant of A* is 
(P 1 
. I . p 
S 
)(d-l+sbs!/2s’(jI!~~!...) 
. 
Thus, ~(4, d) = ( pI . . . P,)‘(~*~) (mod t(G, d)) for the integer 
where these summations are over the increasing odd-or-zero partitions of d and the 
increasing odd-par”;itions of d - 1, respectively. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
Proposition 7. The Exponential Hypothesis holds for G = @f= 1 Zti in all dimensions 
dal. 
Proof. By the previous lemmas, the determinant functkon D( 9 d): Aut G + Z&d) 
takes values in the subgroup (Z?G,& )e(G’d), where e(G, d) is the function of s and d, 
described in Lemma 2. For examplls, 
e(G, 1) = 1, e(G,2)=,s-1 
e(G,3)=(‘i1) +2 (+l,ifs=2) 
s-l 
e(G,4)= 3 ( > +3(s-1) (+l,ifs=3), 
e(G,5)=(‘;‘) +2(s-l)(s-2)+3 (+i,ifs=4;+3,ifs=2). 
From Propositions 6 and 7 and from Theorem 3, we deduce the following 
Proposition 8. For each finite abelian group G and each dimension d 2 2, there are at 
least 15’$~$1 homotopically distinct minimal (G, d)-complexes. 
roof. The representatives of these distinct homotopy types can be described as 
follows. The ro,solution (&), lsiss, and (Z,) are the equivariant 
cellular chain complexes of certain Eilenberg-IViacLane spaces K(Z,, l), 1 s i s s, 
and K(G, 1) = nf=l K(Z,, I). The truncation of B(G) in dimension d is a (G, d)- 
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resolution associated with the (G, &complex K ‘, the d-skeleton of K(G, 1). Each 
modified (G, &resolution constructed in Proposition 6 corresponds to a (6, d)- 
complex with the same (d - I)-skeleton as Kd but different attaching maps for some 
of its d-cells. These (G, &-complexes X have the minimal Euler Characteristic 
x(G, d), hence their bias B(X) = B(md(X), kx) E c $I;$) is an invariant of their 
hcjmotopy type by the remark following Theorem 3. Because each element of Z$&$ 
arises as the bias of a (G, d)-complex, the proof is complete. 
We conjecture that for a finite abelian group G the minimal (G, d)-complexes are 
actually slassified up to homotopy type by their bias. According to [S], this is the case 
for the special (G, 2)-complexes P& modeled on the group presentations 
(Ui: a:, [up, a?] (i <j)) 
of G = @=I Zti and their bias B(P,,,) = ni<i qiirii EZ$~$)- 
From the viewpoint of Theorem 3 it is not clear whether any of the minimal 
(G, d) - complexes are distinguishable by their homotopy modules, or merely by their 
k-invariants. When considering the homotopy modules alone, the following is the 
appropriate notion of isomorphism: An Aut G-isomorphism (ar, p) : K + K’ of two 
(G, d)-modules consists of a group automorphism CY : G + G and a ZG-isomorphism 
p : K + ,K’. We resolve the question by showing that there are distinct Aut G- 
isomo:*r hism classes of minimal (G, d)-modules K, as well as distinct pointed 
Aut G-isomorphism classes of pointed minimal (G, d)-modules (K, k), for fixed K. 
Thus, both the homotopy module and the k-invariant have a say in the distinctions 
detected by Proposition 8. This is a departure from the case of the cyclic group and 
the ordinary Lens space classification. 
When the Minimality Hypothesis holds and K is a minimal (G, d)-module, the 
bias function b : Hd+’ (G ; K) + &G& of Section 2 is defined. We may assume that 
th 2 reference resolution B(G) is an extension of a (G, d)-resolution E containing K, 
so that the comparison k-invariant kE has bias b(kE) = 1. Now b(qkE) = q”‘GVd’b(kE), 
hence under the identification 21~1 =Hd”(G; K), q-qkE, the bias function 
b : ZiGI + &,d) is simply reduction mod t(G, d), followed by s(G, d)th power. 
Although every comparison k-invariant for a (G, &resolution containing K is a 
generator of +I = H~+~(G; K), not every generator arises this way. Let ZrGl 
denote the group of units of the ring ZIGI and let &ZG denote the projective class 
group of ZG. Then a generator of Hd+’ (G; Z) is the comparison k-invariant for 
some (G, d)-resolution if and only if it belongs to the kernel of the homomorphism 
a : Zf& + &ZG obtained by sending a residue class [q] E Zhl to the class of the 
projective ideal (q, N) in ZG generated by the integer q and the norm ele,ment 
N =Egccg in ZG (see [3, Theorem 3.5)). 
Thus, there is this pertinent hypothesis: 
esis. For the finite group G and dimension d 3 1, reduction 
mod t(G, d) gives a surjection eF 8 c z?prG( + z&,&. 
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Under this Reduction Hypothesis, the bias function b : Hd”(G; K) + ZrtG dj 
restricts to a surjection Ker a -) (Z,*(c,d, )s(G*d) on the set Ker a of comparison i- 
invariants of (G, d)-resolutions containing the given minimal (G, d)- module K, 
According to recent work of S. Ullom [ 141, the Reduction Hypothesis is satisfied for 
any elementary abelian group G = @;=I Zp, where p is an odd prime. 
In the statement of the following proposition, we adopt the abbreviations s = 
s(G, d), t = t(G, dj, and e = e(G, d). 
Proposition 9. Under the Reduction Hypothesis for a finite abelian group G and 
dimension d 3 3, there are at least I* (Z f )‘(Z T” )‘/ * (Z 7 )‘I distinct homotopy types of 
minimal (G, d)-complexes with a given homotopy module, and there are at least 
[ZT/ * (Zr )“(ZT )‘[ distinct Aut G-isomorphism classes of such homotopy modules. 
Proof. Let k and k’ be two comparison k-invariants of (G, d)-resolutions contain- 
ing a given minimal (G, d)-module K. If there is an Aut G-isomorphism 
(a, p):(K, k) + (K, k’), then b(k) = *D(a, d)b(k’) (mod t), hence ~D((Y, d) E 
(Zf )” n *(ZT )‘. Therefore, the coset B(K, k) = b(k) ((Z? )” n *(ZT)‘) in 
(ZT)“/(ZT)” n *(ZF)” is a pointed Aut G-isomorphism invariant for pointed 
minimal (G, d)-modules (K, k) with fixed K. Since each pointed (G, d)-module 
(K, k) arises from a (G, d)-complex X when d 2 3, then it follows from the 
Reduction Hypothesis that there are at least 
homotopically distinct minimal (G, d)-complexes with homotopy module K. 
Let K and K’ be two minimal (G, d)-modules. If there exists an Aut G-iso- 
morphism (a, 0): K + K’ that has degree q E ZICi with respect to some comparison 
k-invariants k and k’ (i.e., P,(k) = qcx*(k’)), then b(k)=*@& d)b(k’) (mod t). 
So the coset B(K) = b(k) (In”“) in Zf/*(Z~)“(Z~)’ is an Aut G-iso- 
morphism invariant for minimal (G, d)-modules K. Since all elements of Z F arise as 
the bias b(k) of some comparison k-invariant k (Proposition 6), it follows that there 
are at least /ZT/ j= (ZF )“(Zr >‘I distinct Aut G-isomorphism cl’asses of minimal 
(G, d)-modules. This completes the proof. 
5. Minimal relation modules 
In this section v-de show how the work in Sections 2 and 3 applies to the problem of 
distinguishing between minimal relation modrales for a finite group G. Let F be a free 
group on s generators xaz . . . , x,. An exact sequence 
is called a free presentation of G of rank s. The subgroup R = Ker @ is called the 
relation group determined by 9. The abelianination R = R/[R, R] is a ZG-module 
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under the action of G given by conjugation in F = F/CR, R], and is called the relation 
module determined by 5? In [6] and [ 151, R is called a minimal relation module if the 
free rank s of F equals the minimal number of generators of G. The free generators 
Xl 9**-9 xs for F and generators wl, . . . , wr for R as a normal subgroup of F 
determine the initial portion of a free resolution 
B(9): 
(Z@(awi/aXj)) (Z@(xj-l)) 
l ~+~G’-ZGs-ZG4T+Q 
of 2 over ZG, where the Fox derivatives a/ax, : F + ZF are defined by al/E& = 0, 
axi/axj = aij, and a( VW)/axj = aV,/axj + Va W/ax,-. The ZG-homomorphism I? * 
ZG”, given by W’[R, R]+ (Z@(a W/&j)), defines a well-known isomorphism 
between the relation module E and Kg = Ker(Z@(+ - 1)) : ZG” + ZG. We identify 
E with this (G, 1).module Kp contained in the (G, l)-resolution 
Proposition 10. Le L!!~ be the relation module associated with a free presentation P for 
G. Then the invariant rank rK_ 9 equ& the number s o_f free generators of 9 and the 
modulus ntK9 equals the greatest common divisor of the exponent sums of the 
generators in the relators of 9. 
Proof. The restriction of (Z@(xj - 1)) : ZG” + ZG to the G-invariant subgroups is 
0: (NZG)” + NZG, hence Kg has the G-invariant subgroup (NZG)” with rank 
rK9 = s. The epimorphism (Z@(awJaxj)) : ZG’ + & s ZGs has the restriction 
(LZ@(dWila~j)): (NZG)‘+ Kg, whose matrix involves the exponent sums of the 
generators xj in the relators wi. Thus, the modulus rnK9 is the greatest common 
divisor of these exponent sums. 
Recall from Section 3 that r(G, 1) denotes the minimum invariant rank rK for 
(G, I)-modules K, that x(G, 1) denotes the minimum Euler Characteristic x(E) for 
( G, l)-resolutions E, and that r( G, 1) = x( G, 1) + 1. According to [ 12, Proposition 
6.21, x(G, 1) + 1 also equal d&G), the minimum number of generators of the 
augmentation ideal IG = Ker(& : 26 -) 2) as a left ZG-moldule. 
The Minimality Hypothesis for the group G in dimension d = 1 states that 
r(G, l)(=x(G, l)+ 1) equals s(G, l), the minimum number of generators of the 
abelianizatior G = &(G; 2). So by Swan’s result, this Minimality Hypothesis can 
be rewritten a!+ d&G) = s(G, 1). By definition, a (G, 1).module K is minimal if its 
invariant rank rK equals r(G, l), the minimum for all (G, 1).modules. So by Swan’s 
result, a minimal relation module Kp, i.e., one for which s(=rK& is the minimum 
number of generators of G, is actually a minimal (G, I)-module only if s equals 
d&G), 01 equivalently [6* Corollary 7.91, the presentation rank of 6, pr G = 
s - d&G), is zero. 
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By Proposition 3, the modulus rn& of a minimal relation module KP is I unless 
Kg is a mirrimal (G, 1)-module and the Minimality Hypothesis holds. Tlhis situation 
can be easily characterized without invoking Swan’s result, as follows. 
Proposition 11. Minimal relation modules are minimal (G, I)-modules and the 
Minimality Hypothesis holds for the finite group G in dimension d = 1 if and only if the 
minimum number s of generators of G equals the minimum number s(G, I) of 
generators of the abelianization G = Hl(G; 2). 
Proof. The proposition follows immediately from the relations 
s=r&~(G, l)~s(G, 1) 
for a minimal relation module Kp. The first inequality is an equality if and only if Kp 
is a minimal (G, 1)-module; the second inequality is an equality if and only if the 
Minimality Hypothesis holds for G in dimension d = 1. 
For the remainder of this section, we adopt the abbreviations SC for the minimum 
number s( G, 1) of generators of HI (G ; Z) and tG for the greatest common divisor 
t(G, 1) of the torsion coefficients of Hl(G; Z). By the previous proposition, we have 
the following specialization of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 4. When the minimum number of generators of the finite group G and its 
abelianization Gare the same, there is a function B : Y(G) -a 2Cfg called bias, on the set 
Y(G) of ZG-&morphism classes of minimal relation modules. 
For the sake of examples, we show how to calculate the bias in this setting. We 
consider two free presentations P and 2 of the finite group G, both with minimal free 
rank s = sG. Then there is a homomorphism h : F -+ F making the following diagram 
commutative: 
L?:l+S+F-+G+l 
II ’ A 
9’:1+R+F~G-+l. 
Any such homomorphism A determines a chain map 
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The restriction of h^ : E2 + Es, to the G-invariant subgroup (NZG)” = Zs of KS and 
KP i.s identical with the abelianization Ah(A) : 2’ + 2’ of ;he original homomor- 
phism A : F + F on the free group of rank s. We may use any chain map u : B(G) + Es 8 
extending 1: 2 + % to determine the comparison k-invariant ka of E2 and we may 
use the composite v= J?u : B(G) + Es + Ep to determine the comparison k-illvari- 
ant kg of Eg. Then by direct calculation, we have b(k& = det Ab(A)b(&) (mod tG), 
hence B(&) = det Ab(h)B(&) in 2;:. Thus, we have 
Corollary I. Two free presentations 
2:1+S+FLG+l and P:l+R+F LG-4 
of the finite group G, both with minimal free rank s = sG, have non-isomorphic 
minimal relation modules if det Ah(A) (mod tG) e f (Z?G)“~, where @A = 0. 
Let ti denote the order of the generator @(xi), 16 i 6 s, of G. For integers pi, 
1 c i 6 s, such that (pi, ri) = 1, we select integers pi, 1 s i s s, such that pipi s 
1 (mod ri). We form the presentation 
given by @(xi) = (@(xi))“:, and we denote its relation module by K(pl.....p,). For 
h : F + F, h (xi) = ~7, we have 0 = Qih and det Ah(h) = pl* l l ps, hence B(K~pl,...,p,)) = 
pr ' l p,B(&) c .Zig. Thus by Theorem 4, two such relation modules K~P1,...,p~~ and 
K (41 .-.-4s) are non-isomorphic if pl* l l ps # 41’ l qs in 2fg. It follows that the K(pl,...,p,~ 
always constitute at least ICfgi non-isomorphic minimal relation modules because 
the multiplication function 2: x l l l x 2 z + 2 &, which is well-defined as tG divides 
all the orders ti, is always a surjection. In fact, for any two integers d and n with d 
dividing n, reduction mod d : Zn + Zd gives a surjection 2: + Z$ between the group 
of units, because the congruence class mod d of any integer elatively prime to d 
contains ome representative which is relatively prime to n. So each 2: + Zra is a 
surjection, so that even the &I ,..., l pi,l ..., 1) constitute at least 12fsi non-isomorphic 
minimal relation modules. We summarize these observations, as follows. 
Corollary 2. When the minimum number of generators of the finite group G and its 
abelianization G are rhe same, there are at least /Z’fgi non-isomorphic minimal relation 
modules. 
Exampleri of such groups G with s = sG include the finite abelian groups, finite 
p-groups (in view of the Burnside Basis Theorem 17, p. 176]), and even their 
products, the finite nilpotent groups. Further, as pointed out to us by G. Seitz, any 
finite group Ii is a direct factor of a finite group G with s = sG. If H has s generators 
Xl , . . . , xs and if n is an integer elatively pr,ime to their orders, then the product G of 
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H with s copies of 2, has s = sG. For if the elements zl, . . . , zs generate the s copies 
of 2, in G, then the elements ~1~1,. . . , xszs genera.te G and no fewer elements 
generate its abelianization C?. 
. 
We close this section with a statement of the single calse in which we know the exact 
number of non-isomorphic minimal relation .modules. 
Proposition lL2. When (p - I)/2 divides s, there are exactly ( p - 1) /2 non-isomorphic 
minimal relation modules for the elementary Abelian group G = @& 1 Zp, p an odd 
prime. 
Proof. By [ 15, Propositions 5.1 and 5.31, the number of pointed ZG-isomorphism 
classes of pointed minimal relation modules is (p - 1)/2. By Corollary 2, the number 
of ZG-isomorphism classes of minimal relation modules is bounded below by the 
order lzil= lZz/ * (Z,*)“l. When (p - l)/‘:! divides s, we have (Z,*/ f 11’ = 1, hence 
(2; )” - *l and IX:1 = (p -- 1)/2. Thus in this case, the number of pointed ZG- 
isomorphism classes and the number of ZG-isomorphism classes coincide. 
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